
 
World History: Week of October 12-16 

 

Unit 2: River Valley Civilizations 
Unit Claim: How does geography and environment impact civilizations? 
Unit Assessment: Multi-paragraph essay answering the unit claim above.  

 

 Outcomes Assignments (Main things done in class) 

Monday 
Fall Break 

  

Tuesday  

I can explain how geography impacted the people 
living in the Fertile Crescent. 
 
I can determine why Mesopotamia is considered 
the “Cradle of Civilization” 

➔ Complete Interactive Map / Guiding Questions of the Fertile 
Crescent  

➔ Define silt, irrigation, and city-state in Unit 2 Glossary (Slide 4) 
➔ Video: “Mesopotamia: From Nomads to Farmers”  
➔ Class Discussion  
➔ Graded Exit Ticket  

 
Homework:  Review Geography of Mesopotamia  

● Maps of Mesopotamia, vocabulary, notes, and readings  

Wednesday  

I can explain how geography impacted the people 
living in the Fertile Crescent. 
 
I can identify characteristics and achievements of 
Mesopotamians.  

➔ Jigsaw Reading of “Life in Mesopotamia” 
➔ Create Google Slide for assigned Characteristic of Mesopotamia  

 
Homework:  Review Geography of Mesopotamia  and prepare to 
present Google Slide to class  

Thursday 
Parent Teacher 

Conferences 
(Periods 1-3)  

I can explain how geography impacted the people 
living in the Fertile Crescent. 
 
I can identify characteristics and achievements of 
Mesopotamians.  

➔  Present Google Slide for assigned Characteristic of 
Mesopotamia 

➔ Take notes on Characteristics of Civilization- Mesopotamia  
➔ Unit 2 Glossary - Define Cuneiform, Polytheism, Scribe, Social 

Hierarchy, Ziggurat  
➔ Kahoot Review  

 
Homework:  Review Geography and Characteristics of Mesopotamia  

● Maps of Mesopotamia, vocabulary, notes, and readings  



 

Friday 
Parent Teacher 

Conferences 
(Periods 4-6) 

I can explain how geography impacted the people 
living in the Fertile Crescent. 
 
I can identify characteristics and achievements of 
Mesopotamians.  

➔  Present Google Slide for assigned Characteristic of 
Mesopotamia 

➔ Take notes on Characteristics of Civilization- Mesopotamia  
➔ Unit 2 Glossary - Define Cuneiform, Polytheism, Scribe, Social 

Hierarchy, Ziggurat  
➔ Kahoot Review  

 
Homework:  Review Geography and Characteristics of Mesopotamia  

● Maps of Mesopotamia, vocabulary, notes, and readings  
 
Highlights: Test or Quiz; due date 
 
Notes:  
➔ Review assignments nightly (10-15 minutes)  
➔ All assignments are located in Google Classroom under the “Classwork Section”  
➔ Notes are taken in the Digital Notebook under “Unit 1 Resources”  

◆ See Teacher Digital Notebook to see what slides should be in the student notebook 
 

How can I “review” at home? 
➔ Reread articles and annotate with additional thoughts  
➔ Review slides in Digital Notebook  

◆ Cover up answers and explain the material out loud or in your head  
◆ Copy and paste the slide and clear the information - see if you can add the information back from memory, check what you missed 

on the original slide. You can highlight what you missed so you know to focus on that information.  
➔ Vocabulary  

◆ Create flashcards on index cards or on an app like Quizlet (quizlet.com)  
● Use the glossary for vocabulary words, add any important terms  

◆ Create a fun story that includes the vocabulary words - this will help you remember what they mean!  
➔ Rewatch videos posted on Google Classroom  
➔ Answer the topic “key questions” in your own words.  

 
 

https://quizlet.com/

